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Master’s Thesis deals with relatively difficult topic due to specifics of energy markets. Theoretical background is carefully  

elaborated in the first part. Proper attention is devoted both to markets specifics and possibilities of market segmentation 

process in the sense of discovering market segments especially in  BtoB area.  As for market specifics, the commodity 

perception of energy among consumers could be mentioned  too.  I highly appreciate the overall effort to apply common 

rules to energy market, too. To reach the thesis goals, several research methods are used in the analytical part.  May be, 

interviewing of CEZ managers deserved somewhat more concentrated  specification. Both deductive and inductive 

segmentations are presented.   The partial replication of EPRI model offers very good inspiration for practical solutions. 

Questions:

-The way of companies’ selection (sample design) should be explained (sample base, sample --method). What about not 

answering companies? 

-There is danger of fragmentation (in fact 23 companies in 9 segments). What is author’s opinion?

-The core of  author’s approach  to solve the segmentation problem is connected with classification analysis based on 

segments discovered  by EPRI. What about the other  analytical possibilities?

 E V A L U A T I O N  O F  T H E  M A S T E R S´ T H E S I S

to create the new advanced segmentation methodology tool and to propose how the most suitable solutions can be 

designed
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